Abstract: Non-spherical errors, namely heteroscedasticity, serial correlation and crosssectional correlation are commonly present within panel data sets. These can cause significant problems for econometric analyses. The FGLS(Parks) estimator has been demonstrated to produce considerable efficiency gains in these settings. However, it suffers from underestimation of coefficient standard errors, oftentimes severe. Potentially, jackknifing the FGLS(Parks) estimator could allow one to maintain the efficiency advantages of FGLS(Parks) while producing more reliable estimates of coefficient standard errors. Accordingly, this study investigates the performance of the jackknife estimator of FGLS(Parks) using Monte Carlo experimentation. We find that jackknifing can --in narrowly defined situations --substantially improve the estimation of coefficient standard errors. However, its overall performance is not sufficient to make it a viable alternative to other panel data estimators.
I. INTRODUCTION
Panel data commonly suffer from a variety of nonspherical error behaviours, including heteroscedasticity, serial correlation, and cross-sectional correlation. As is well known, the simultaneous occurrence of serial and cross-sectional correlation bedevils existing estimation procedures. The Parks model (Parks, 1967) remains the most commonly used estimation procedure for simultaneously handling cross-sectional and serial correlation. 1 However, while FGLS(Parks) is consistent and asymptotically efficient, it can produce notoriously bad estimates of coefficient standard errors in finite samples.
To address this problem, Beck and Katz (1995) proposed a two-step estimator that they claim produces reliable standard error estimates at no cost to estimator efficiency when compared to FGLS(Parks). In a recent paper, Chen, Lin and Reed (2009) show that the latter claim does not generally hold. Specifically, the PCSE estimator compares poorly with FGLS(Parks) on efficiency grounds when data are characterized by both serial and cross-sectional correlation. There remains, therefore, a demand for an estimation procedure that produces both relatively efficient coefficient estimates and reliable standard errors. This paper uses Monte Carlo experiments to study whether jackknifing the FGLS(Parks) estimator provides a solution to this problem. On the face of it, jackknifing would appear to be a promising avenue. As a result of increased computer processing 1 For example, the options available with the Stata command "xtgls" are all variations of the Parks model. speeds, jackknifing has become increasingly feasible (Breunig, 2002; Sunil, 2002) .
Further, it has been shown to reliably estimate coefficient standard errors in a variety of settings (Schucany, 1989; Jennrich, 2008) . Potentially, jackknifing would allow one to maintain the efficiency advantages of FGLS(Parks) while producing more reliable estimates of coefficient standard errors. And unlike bootstrapping, jackknifing is easily incorporated within existing estimation procedures, as FGLS(Parks) is easily estimated when panels are unbalanced.
Unfortunately, our Monte Carlo simulations find that while jackknifing can improve estimation of coefficient standard errors, its overall performance is not sufficient to make it a viable alternative to other panel data estimators.
II. THE PARKS ERROR STRUCTURE AND THE PROBLEM WITH ESTIMATING STANDARD ERRORS
The data generating process. This paper analyzes the following panel data problem. Let the DGP be represented as follows:
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The GLS estimators for and var( ) are given by the usual formulae:
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. In other words, FGLS does not adjust coefficient standard errors for the additional uncertainty that arises from the fact that the elements of are unknown and must be estimated. This causes FGLS to underestimate coefficient standard errors. As there are a total of
unique elements in , the degree of underestimation may be quite substantial.
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III. JACKKNIFING THE FGLS(PARKS) ESTIMATOR

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE MONTE CARLO EXPERIMENTS
One of the challenges of Monte Carlo analysis of panel data estimators given complicated error structures is how to set the population parameters associated with . The residuals from these regressions are then used to construct representative parameter values for . Thus, for any given N and T values, eight different population, error variance-covariance structures are created, encompassing a large range of values of cross-sectional and serial correlations similar to those found in "real world" data sets. These population error variance-covariance structures are then used to generate the simulated data sets used in our experiments.
NT Ω An "experiment" is defined by the original data set (International GDP Data/U.S.
State PCPI Data, Level/Growth), the size of the data set (N,T), and the regression specification (1/2) from which the values of are set. We follow Beck and Katz 
